Thursday, June 27th, 2019
Comments of the NYC Hospitality Alliance on Int. 1574-2019
The New York City Hospitality Alliance is a not-for-profit association that represents restaurants and
nightlife venues throughout the five boroughs that would be affected by Int. 1574-2019 A Local Law to
amend the New York city charter and the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to the
establishment of commercial waste zones…
As a member of the Department of Sanitation’s (DSNY) Commercial Waste Zone Advisory Boar we
have worked with a wide range of stakeholders over the past couple of years on this matter. While
we’ve had reservations about the negative consequences such a major overhaul of the commercial
waste system could have on restaurants and nightlife establishments, our main objections were
addressed in DSNY’s proposal that would assign 3 - 5 carters per zone. Non-exclusive zones are a
key component that will allow for greater market competition, ensuring better customer service,
professionalism, and competitive rates for our members. We believe Int. 1574 undermines the time
and effort so many stakeholders contributed by disregarding DSNY’s non-exclusive zone proposal.
A single carter zone monopoly proposed by Int. 1574 is unacceptable and poses many concerns for
the restaurant and nightlife industry.
Responsive customer service, and timely and professional commercial waste pick up is very important
to restaurants, bars, and the communities they serve because their waste includes food materials that
smell and attract vermin. Timely pick up of waste helps ensure better sanitary conditions on the streets
and mitigates community complaints that may be directed at eating and drinking establishments that
result in fines and violations issued by the city. If waste is not picked up in a timely and professional
manner, eating and drinking establishments may also face opposition from their local community
boards when they seek to renew their liquor licenses and sidewalk café permits. That is why
businesses need to have multiple carting options if one carter does not provide adequate service,
otherwise their permits and licenses can be jeopardized by no fault of their own.
A single carter monopoly zone system eliminates competition, provides little protection for small
businesses, and invites a scenario where a restaurants’ trash piles up on the sidewalk and the
business has no alternative options. Any zone collection system must permit multiple carters and
ensure the rights of small businesses to switch carters within their zone, so they are not locked into a
contract.
We request that any zone system that may be enacted ensures multiple carters, coupled with a rate
cap and safeguards that will protect eating and drinking establishments from potential shortcomings
of the new system. For example, event under a non-exclusive zone system, DSNY must be prepared
to pick up commercial waste should carters be unable under the new system, or if too few carters are
awarded to any specific zones.
Finally, over the past few years, DSNY has expanded its organic composting mandates, therefore we
request that the system and any further expansion be closely analyzed for its feasibility under a zone
system as to not pose unrealistic or expensive mandates on businesses.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Andrew Rigie, Executive Director, NYC Hospitality Alliance
arigie@thenycalliance.org

New York City Hospitality Alliance
65 West 55th Street, Suite 203A | New York, NY, 10019
212-582-2506 | info@thenycalliance.org | www.thenycalliance.org

Jennie R. Romer, Esq.
P.O. Box 48
New York, NY 10159
jennie@plasticbaglaws.org
June 27, 2019
Council Member Antonio Reynoso
Chair – Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management
New York City Council
250 Broadway, Suite 1740
New York, NY 10007
RE:

SUPPORT - Establishment of Commercial Waste Zones (Int. No. 1574)

Dear Committee Chair Reynoso and Committee Members,
Thank you for allowing me to testify today. You know me as an attorney focused on plastic bag laws.
Today I am here to speak on my own personal capacity as a resident of North Brooklyn.
Before I moved to New York seven years ago and before attending law school, I spend much of my
twenties managing a large independent record store in San Francisco. I also became a default operations
manager for some aspects of a large commercial building that we inhabited in downtown San Francisco,
because the record store owner also owned the pizza slice shop in the building.
As the default building manager, I signed up for recycling and composting services with the City of San
Francisco’s waste management contractor, Recology. There was only one carefully-vetted hauler per
zone, one number to call, and the process to sign up for these services was easy and transparent. In a
matter of days, we went from 8 large garbage toters per night to 1, plus 4 compost toters and 3 recycling
toters. The recycling and composting toters were at a subsidized rate. This change saved us significant
money and Recology’s service was reliable. Years later, I became a volunteer with the San Francisco’s
environment department and toured their impressive recycling and composting transfer facilities.
When I moved to New York, I consulted pro bono for three different friends that owned or managed
restaurants. I focused on reducing their waste stream. With two of them, I also focused on finding haulers
that were transparent about where their recycling goes and we interviewed several haulers. The contrast
to San Francisco's system, the lack of transparency, was shocking. This led me to write a grant on
restaurant sustainability for a non-profit in North Brooklyn where I worked at the time, and delve further
into the issues with the commercial waste hauling in NYC. That experience led me to adamantly support a
commercial waste zone system with one hauler, where transparency is assured.
Lastly, speaking as a resident of North Brooklyn, as a former resident of Greenpoint, I’ve seen the
pollution and safety hazards caused by having so many competing commercial haulers on the road. I’ve
seen countless private haulers driving the wrong way down one way streets in Greenpoint. I’ve seen the
congestion and pollution. NYC’s system is broken. This carefully structured bill is the solution.
Sincerely,

Jennie Romer, Esq.

6/27/19 NYC City Council Solid Waste Committee Hearing On
Commercial Waste Zones
RoHo Compost Comment
RoHo Compost has had the privilege to divert almost 3 million
pounds of food and organic waste from landfills to regional compost
facilities, since March of 2017.
In our work doing curbside collection of organic waste, we’ve
observed that waste and waste streams in the city are complex and
need to be served by meticulous and caring work.
To support meticulous work, the top down solutions of chairman
Reynoso’s bill #1574 must spur bottom up solutions. We applaud
the bill in general because it will clearly reduce truck traffic through
use of exclusive zones, and creates stronger than existing labor
standards but this bill currently does not do enough to solve the
ultimate problem bogging down NYC’s waste system, and which
causes bloated truck traffic and low waste diversion: lack of source
separation of waste by waste generating businesses.
Out of convenience and lack of training, businesses’ kitchen staff
commingle food waste with recyclables and landfill. This putrefying
material contaminates and eliminates the reuse value of organics
and recyclables. Compost and recycling facilities will not accept
those waste streams unless they are clean.
It also creates an urgent service need for restaurants and food
generating businesses to get commingled waste out of their doors to
upheld sanitation and health code standards, which means 5 day a
week or more pickup schedules from waste haulers. To make
matters worst, this pattern is common among small businesses, and

30 ton, pollution spewing trucks are being deployed into pedestrian
dense neighborhoods to collect these small amounts of waste.
How do we break this cycle through 1574? We unleash participation
and innovation from community organizations like the
microhaulers. To do this, First, we must ensure that the law
incentivizes designated haulers to subcontract organic waste
collection in small business districts. Microhaulers have track
records training businesses in source separation of organic waste
and collecting organic waste with bikes, trikes or e-vehicles. The
source separation work of micro haulers result in uncontaminated
recyclable and landfill streams, which can be diverted, and also
stockpiled and stored for longer intervals between pickups because
they aren’t stained with rotting organic waste. This results in less
pickup days and significant reduction of vehicle miles by landfill and
recycling trucks.
The pollution reduction plan Section 16-1002 subsection b. 6. fails
to mention reduction of vehicle miles traveled during collection of
material as key measure, mentioning only investment in higher
efficiency vehicles. The reduction of GHG’s and local air pollution by
diverting vehicle miles, are orders of magnitude higher than
expensive upgrades of truck engines. Pollution reduction plans
submitted in zone RFP’s must say that plans to reduce truck routes
and vehicle miles traveled are most highly valued by DSNY.
Microhaulers must be better supported by this bill, for their
innovative capabilities to be unleashed. How can upstart micro
haulers invest in building systems, with the miniscule revenues
offered by the 60 ton a year tonnage cap currently in 1574? The cap
must be raised to be between 2500-10000 tons a year. And how can
designated haulers subcontract with them, if they can’t build out
their capacity, which may compromise the reliability and capability

of their collection systems at the zone wide scales needed? They’ll
be skittish to do so.
Finally, we want to support growth of microhaulers through a tiered
system where SUV’s or small trucks can also be used to collect
waste, so long as all waste collected is processed to usable, active
soil amendments, locally. Upstart micro haulers have such vehicles
ready to be deployed, and the restriction of 100% local processing
cannot be abused by bad actors under the enforcement standards
already set in this bill.
Thanks to the committee for your time and please do not overlook
the vital role microhaulers can and should play in the CWZ.
Marc de Konkoly Thege
Founder, Director of Operations

TESTIMONY BEFORE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
JESSICA WALKER
PRESIDENT & CEO
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 2019
Good morning. My name is Jessica Walker and I am the President and CEO of the Manhattan
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber is a community of businesses – including startups, solo
entrepreneurs, small businesses and large companies – that help one another succeed.
We oppose Intro 1574, legislation to establish exclusive commercial waste zones, because it
would increase the already high costs of operating a New York City business while eliminating
the ability of local businesses to select the commercial waste carter that best suits their needs
at a cost they can afford. Implementing a zone framework would effectively eliminate
customer choice for the small businesses that rely on commercial waste carters, causing undue
harm to local businesses already operating on thin margins.
Exclusive waste zones were a disaster in Los Angeles, where they drove up costs, made streets
dirtier, and failed to solve major problems in the waste-disposal business while setting the city
years behind. There is no second chance on this issue, and it is essential that we get it right; if
not, carters will go out of business, jobs will be lost, and our economy will suffer from poorlydesigned and misguided commercial waste policy. The City Council must act deliberately and
fairly to craft smart, sensible commercial waste policy that does not needlessly burden
businesses.
Improvements to the existing system – as outlined in Intro 996, which was introduced by
Council Member Robert Cornegy – offer solutions to maintain the many benefits of the openmarket system while avoiding the confusion, increased costs, and negative impacts that Intro
1574 would impose upon local businesses.
Council Member Cornegy’s proposal would expand and clarify the Business Integrity
Commissions regulation of the waste carter industry, allowing for reasonable steps to improve
safety, air quality, and compliance without the tremendous negative impacts seen in other
municipalities that have suffered under a zoned system.
Further, under this alternate proposal to improve the commercial waste system, both
stakeholders and the city can begin those discussions immediately, allowing for progress and
improvements to be made without the multi-year implementation of a zone-franchise system.
On behalf of the Manhattan Chamber of Commerce and our members, I urge the Committee
on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management to reject the misguided waste zone plan under
Intro 1574, and instead enact sensible changes like those proposed in Intro 996 to support
New Yorkers while improving the waste carter industry. Thank you.
575 Fifth Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10017
(212) 473-7875
WWW.MANHATTANCC.ORG

Proposed Int. 1574
Commercial Waste Zoning
Testimony of Common Ground Compost LLC
June 27, 2019
Chairman Reynoso and members of the Committee, my name is Meredith
Danberg-Ficarelli and I am the Director of Common Ground Compost. We support the
Commercial Waste Zoning bill which would establish a zoned commercial waste
collection system.
Common Ground Compost runs Reclaimed Organics, a bike-powered compost pickup
service collecting organics from small food businesses and small- to medium-sized
offices in Manhattan. Last year we diverted 72 tons of organics from landfill through
onsite processing at our East Village community garden and through a collaboration
with a commercial waste hauler who collects from us and hauls organics to a
commercial compost site.
This year we are on target to double that annual volume, likely diverting more than 130
tons from landfill, but we’ll have to check back in December on that! We serve
underserved businesses, who frequently cannot obtain organic waste recycling services
from traditional commercial haulers. Our customers are businesses that generate small
volumes of organic material that are more appropriately collected and transported in
buckets and small bags, than containers and dumpsters which require collection by
large diesel trucks. Many commercial haulers are challenged by the low route density of
these small-volume collections, and micro hauling boosts efficiency and expands
access for small volume and community-based organics diversion.
We have been working with the NYC Department of Sanitation for nearly two years as part of a
broad stakeholder group representing a number of innovative Minority and Woman-Owned
Business Enterprises (MWBEs) and we thank the Department for considering the needs of this
emerging market of zero waste and environmentally responsible materials management
businesses as they developed their CWZ Plan.
Our goal, as a hybrid zero waste consulting company and micro-hauling operation, is to provide
a constellation of services to all businesses, helping to create solutions across the board that
range from infrastructure procurement to training, waste audits, waste station design and
signage, working with commercial waste haulers, and of course micro-scale collection. We want

to continue to grow partnerships and collaborations with commercial haulers and we appreciate
the CWZ plan’s incentivization of innovative partnerships in the bidding process. We see
opportunities in expanding our collection collaborations, and also hope to partner with building
owners and managers to host organic waste pre-processing machines and collection
infrastructure. We all need to share responsibility for managing our waste, not pretend waste
doesn’t exist.
While we applaud the CWZ Bill and urge the Council to pass it swiftly, we urge the Council to
amend the bill to increase the 60-ton annual weight cap imposed on micro-haulers as currently
outlined in the bill. We suggest starting much higher and reassessing at a later date, with a cap
closer to 10,000 tons to allow for the continued evolution of our emerging market. If the annual
tonnage cap remains at its very low current level, existing micro hauling operations will be
significantly impacted, and growth in zero- and low-emissions community-scale hauling will be
extremely restricted.
Thank you

Testimony of Helena Durst of The Durst Organization
Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management
June 27, 2019
My name is Helena Durst and I am a principal of The Durst Organization. I am here to testify in
opposition to Intro 1574.
We are one of New York’s largest commercial developers, owners and operators with 13 million
square feet of Manhattan Class “A” office space. We are also leaders in the green building movement
and both as an organization and personally are passionate about solid waste management. I have been
a member of the Manhattan SWAB for more than a decade, we own and operated one of the largest
composting facilities in New York State at McEnroe Organic farm and our commercial portfolio boasts a
62 percent landfill diversion rate.
Solid waste is a problem we care about and having been working on for decades.
Our issues with 1574 are two-fold:
The disposal of New York’s City’s trash is a miracle that happens every day. Somehow millions
of tons of trash vanish from the City before most people have left for work. It is a miracle we all take for
granted and it is dependent on tens of thousands of people and a process that is complex as any in our
City. If it was to fail, the results would be catastrophic.
The same holds true for the removal of waste from our office buildings. It is a complex and a
daily miracle. In the middle of each night the thousand of pounds of refuse and recycling that office
workers produce each day is brought to the building’s loading dock. If that waste is not removed or if
that truck damages the loading dock in the process and renders it unusable the tenant deliverers cannot
occur and the building and the businesses in it cease to function.
The stakes could not be higher and there is little margin for error.
The prospect of being forced to use a single, or even multiple carters whose contract cannot be
terminated is a terrifying prospect. If they damage our loading docks, or do not show up for their pickups and our business is impacted what recourse do we have if they are a monopoly?
Our second concern is that the models for this type of government-controlled monopoly of an
industry are deeply problematic. There are similarities to the taxi medallion system which is a failure
and the private school bus contracts that move students around the city are often horror shows.
Yes, the private carting industry requires additional regulation and reform, but this overall with
an unproven and untested model where the stakes are so high is far from prudent and potentially a
disaster.
###

Transition In Progress

Current Collection Efficiency (May 2019)
99.98%
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Gale A. Brewer, Manhattan Borough President
Testimony before the NYC Council Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste
Management on Intro 1574 on Establishing Commercial Waste Zones in NYC
June 27, 2019
My name is Gale Brewer, and I am the Manhattan Borough President. Thank you to Chair
Reynoso and members of the Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management for the
opportunity to submit my comments regarding Intro 1574-2019 on establishing commercial
waste zones (CWZs) in New York City.
In the summer of 2015, about 30 interns from my office visited businesses throughout Manhattan
to survey owners and workers about their recycling habits. The findings were combined into a
larger study conducted by the Transform Don’t Trash NYC Coalition (TDTNYC) and resulted in
the Coalition’s small business report, published in October 2015 with recommendations that laid
the groundwork for establishing CWZs in New York City.1
Four years later, I am pleased that the city is moving in the direction of establishing CWZs as a
key strategy to move New York City toward OneNYC’s zero waste to landfill goals. The
Department of Sanitation’s (DSNY) Commercial Waste Zones Implementation Plan, released in
November 2018, marked the first step toward CWZs. If passed, Intro 1574 will serve as the
enabling legislation to actualize CWZs.
I support the goals of the legislation, which will improve routing efficiency for curbside
commercial waste pickups, ensure commercial carters meet certain labor and customer service
standards, and mandate pickups for organics and recyclables that will be diverted from landfills.
Furthermore, the expected environmental benefits for a zoned system are notable, with a
projected 50% reduction of truck miles under a zoned system with 3-5 carters (DSNY’s
proposal) and by as much as 60% reduction of truck miles under an exclusive zoned system
(Intro 1574), which will translate into expected reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
consistent with reaching the city’s goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2050. And increasing the
diversion rate of organics, which is about one-third of the city’s waste stream, from the current
level of 3% to a projected 6% will further decrease the city’s carbon footprint by reducing the
generation of methane gas of food waste in landfills.2

1

“TDTNYC proposes that New York City adopt a zoned collection system, an approach to commercial waste
management that has proven successful in a number of other cities.” Not At Your Service: A Look at How New York
City’s Commercial Waste System Is Failing Its Small Businesses, TDTNYC, October 2015, p. 3.
2
NYC Commercial Waste Zone Program Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement, p. S-9. Projected reduction
of VMT for an exclusive zone model is calculated from alternative case study scenarios.

I also support the process that has led to this point of the CWZ conversation. The CWZ Advisory
Board that DSNY and BIC convened met for two years and included a wide range of
stakeholders including business improvement districts, environmental organizations, carting
companies, business associations like Partnership for NYC, and real estate associations such as
REBNY. Andrew Rigie, Executive Director of the NYC Hospitality Alliance, participated in
advisory board meetings and said that “stakeholders with a lot of opinions worked together...
looked at a lot of models to come up with a zoned system that would provide service to
businesses.” Though not everyone reached complete agreement, the fact that DSNY’s CWZ plan
was the product of a two-year process allowed for the deep level of stakeholder engagement that
was needed for a feasible plan for New York City.
Intro 1574, while very similar to the zoned system that the CWZ Advisory Board developed and
DSNY subsequently proposed, differs in that the bill mandates single-carter, exclusive zones
rather than the 3-5 carters model allowed under DSNY’s model. I am particularly concerned
about this change for two reasons.
First, I am an advocate of inclusive, direct stakeholder engagement on everything from land use
to economic development. My office was a co-convener for the East Harlem neighborhood
planning process and the East Midtown rezoning working group. Most recently, I convened a
small business task force, the SoHo rezoning working group, the Riker’s task force, and the
Manhattan Complete Count census committee. And in instances where major stakeholders were
left out of the conversation, such as the proposed development at Two Bridges that would have
bypassed the community review process via ULURP, I took direct action against the city. So in
the CWZ conversation, when stakeholder engagement resulted in a significant number of
participants supporting—or at least not opposing—a non-exclusive zoned model, it came as a
surprise to many that Intro 1574 veers from the DSNY plan and proposes exclusive waste zones.
Second, restaurants are especially vulnerable under a single-carter system. A restaurant is
recommended for a new or renewal liquor license depending on whether the local Community
Board deems the business a good neighbor. Under Intro 1574, if the selected carter for the zone
fails to offer timely pickup but is not otherwise in breach of its contract with DSNY, the
impacted restaurant would have no recourse to secure better services and may lose its liquor
license—a major source of revenue for food establishments. Under the multi-carter zoned
system, a subpar carter would risk losing customers to better carters contracted for the same
zone, thus providing the incentive for all carters to maintain good quality of service.
In addition to the above misgivings, I have the following recommendations for implementing
CWZs in New York City.
DSNY must be given sufficient resources to oversee the city’s transition into a zoned
system. Opponents to CWZs have pointed to troubles encountered by Los Angeles’ RecycLA
single-carter zoned system reasons against implementation. According to Daniel Myers,
Manager of RecycLA at the City of Los Angeles’ Sanitation Department, the majority of
complaints were for missed collections during the six-month transition period as both carters and
businesses had to learn to adapt to a new system. As soon as the transition into RecycLA was
complete, missed collection complaints dropped precipitously, and current data shows a 99.98%

collection efficiency rate for RecycLA with missed collections complaints having dropped below
pre-RecycLA level since June 2018 (see RecycLA graph on Missed Collections). This in turn
lowered instances of illegal dumping that were exacerbated by missed pickups.
Like Los Angeles, New York City carters and businesses will encounter a learning curve as the
city transitions into CWZs. DSNY must be ready to step in to provide backup services for
businesses that experience missed pickups. There should be a dedicated hotline for businesses to
call DSNY and BIC with any issues related to CWZ implementation. And for businesses
requiring technical assistance, DSNY must have staff on hand dedicated to speaking with or
visiting businesses to provide support on CWZ in multiple languages.
Pricing must be clearly defined in CWZ contracts with selected carters. New York City can
look to RecycLA for best practices and lessons learned regarding CWZ contracts. LA’s
Sanitation Department was able to negotiate with a shortlist of bidding carters on a set base price
that covers both solid waste (trash) and recycling pickups prior to final selection, so that the
pricing was set regardless of which carters ultimately secured contracts with the city. However,
the negotiation did not include a price cap or address fees (for additional distance between bins
and the curb, “gate unlocking” fees, etc.), which increased the bill for certain businesses. As a
result, the City of LA needed to restrict fees via an amendment.3 While Intro 1574 already
requires carters to set a price ceiling and disclose additional fees, since uncertainty about the new
cost of service under CWZ is a main concern among businesses, DSNY should borrow best
practices from LA and other municipalities on negotiating rates that are both affordable to
businesses and commensurate with the quality of services that carters are expected to provide.
Outreach and education must be a sustained effort throughout the entire phase-in period.
Intro 1574 requires carters to offer “lower rates for organics and recycling collection than for
refuse collection services.” Businesses would save money by disposing the same amount that is
property sorted into recyclables, organics, and trash. However, Mr. Myers of RecycLA shared
that repeated outreach and education to LA businesses was necessary to help them understand
how best to lower their cost. For example, a business that puts out unsorted trash twice a week
would pay $450/week, while separating the same amount into trash for one collection and
recyclables for the second collection would only cost $250/week. Similarly, not all New York
City businesses will know to tailor their recycling practices to the lowest pickup rate. The city
must hold selected carters accountable to offer continued outreach and education in multiple
languages to customers throughout the transition period.
I am confident that, with a model that allows for customer choice and includes the above
recommendations, New York City can successfully implement CWZs. I look forward to working
with members of the Sanitation and Solid Waste Committee to improve our environment and the
commercial waste industry.

3

Most of the fees charged by RecycLA carters are not allowed under BIC regulation and would not apply to NYC,
according to New York Lawyers for the Public Interest.

CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Testimony in Opposition to INTROS 1082, 1083 and 1084-A
June 27, 2019

Chairperson Reynoso and Members of the Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste
Management:
I am Kendall Christiansen; I serve as Executive Director of New Yorkers for Responsible Waste
Management (NYRWM) – a consortium of locally-owned and operated waste service
companies, all of which are licensed and regulated by the City’s Business Integrity Commission
(BIC).
NYRWM is generally concerned about three Intros – 1082, 1083 and 1084-A – on the
Committee’s agenda, and generally share the perspective offered by BIC regarding the need for
additional consideration of their purposes, operational efficacy and overall desirability.
To begin, however, I wish to note severe disappointment that none of these three bills were
discussed with industry either prior to or since their introduction, as they are intended to affect
industry operations and its overall regulation by BIC and can be best informed by discussion
with the industry.
In addition, for each of them no study nor data are cited as the basis for their consideration,
either as to the problem to be addressed or the presumptions about the efficacy of each
proposal to address a particular problem. That raises the real possibility that they will fail at
their respective intentions, rather than contribute to any improvement.
With respect to Intro 1082 – the GPS requirement: GPS is increasingly standard equipment for
industry operations, so as to improve operational efficiencies as to truck locations, route
mapping, etc. GPS, however, is NOT designed for the tracking of vehicle speeds – especially in
dense urban environments where signals are not as reliable as in open-road conditions.
For the most part, waste collection vehicles operate under constant real-world conditions that
serve to reduce their speed, including short distances between collections and the city’s traffic
control system. No review or analysis of NYPD enforcement data is offered.
And, any agency’s capacity to receive and analyze on a real-time basis would be severely
challenged, rendering this effort nearly useless as an enforcement tool as apparently
envisioned.
Recommendation: that BIC engage with the industry and others a review of how GPS is
currently used in the industry and its potential applications for the future.

With respect to Intro 1083 – the unreported worker penalty requirement: to a large extent,
this reporting requirement is archaic, having been designed for an earlier period out of concern
about the continuing employment of people with connections to organized crime. No study or
other assessment of this matter has been offered, as well as no argument that BIC’s existing
enforcement of this requirement is inadequate.
As noted by BIC, its discretion regarding enforcement is appropriate and unnecessary, given
that a failure to report can be the result of a clerical error that does not merit any penalty.
Recommendation: that Intro 1083 be withdrawn from further consideration.
With respect to Intro 1084-A – the three-person requirement: this requirement is not based on
operational familiarity with the industry, nor any analysis of how and why this requirement
would improve operations, worker safety or overall performance. It ignores the Department of
Sanitation’s operational experience dating back to the mid-1980’s when it shifted from threeto two-person operations. And, as noted by BIC, a three-person requirement makes no sense
for significant segments of the industry’s operations, including operating containerized vehicles
and small vehicles, e.g., pick-up trucks. [Note: elsewhere in the industry, semi- and fullyautomated collection are increasingly the norm, reducing on-board personnel to just the driver.
Opportunities for such collection systems in New York City are, however, severely limited.]
Recommendation: that Intro 1084 be removed from further consideration.
As noted at the outset, the industry is always willing to discuss ideas that will improve the
industry’s operations, worker and public safety, and environmental performance – and strongly
urges that it be consulted prior to the introduction of such proposals.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments and recommendations.

Direct contact:
kendall@gaiastrategies.com
cell: 917.359.0725

CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Testimony in Opposition to Intro 1573
June 27, 2019

Chairperson Reynoso and Members of the Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste
Management:
I am Kendall Christiansen; I serve as Executive Director of New Yorkers for Responsible Waste
Management (NYRWM) – a consortium of locally-owned and operated waste service
companies, all of which are licensed and regulated by the City’s Business Integrity Commission
(BIC).
NYRWM is generally concerned about Intro 1573 on the Committee’s agenda.
To begin, I wish to note severe disappointment that this Intro was not discussed with BIC
licensees and registrants – including the BIC-hosted Trade Waste Advisory Board - either prior
to or since its introduction, despite its intention to affect and improve industry operations and
its overall regulation by BIC. That dialogue is essential to achieving the best result for the city,
and should not be side-stepped for any reason.
In particular, no study nor data are cited as the basis for its consideration, either as to the
problem to be addressed or the presumptions about the efficacy of the proposal to address one
or more particular problems – or the shortcomings of existing laws and regulations that already
provide BIC with substantial authority over the commercial waste industry. That raises the real
and meaningful or sustained improvement.
To the extent Intro 1573 is intended as an update to BIC’s legal authority, a comprehensive
review of both laws and regulations regarding the Trade Waste Industry is long overdue and
should not be pursued by way of piecemeal proposals such as this.
Two specific concerns are examples of how industry consultation would benefit good law and
rulemaking.
First, the breadth of the proposal is concerning – without exclusion, all federal, state and local
laws and regulations would become fodder for BIC’s consideration for both initial licensing and
revocation, without regard to their relevance, significance or relative severity.
Second, a single infraction becomes the new standard for performance – not just an
established pattern of violation – that would be sufficient to warrant BIC consideration and
action against a licensee.

In fact, given those concerns, it should be noted the City’s own Department of Sanitation
(DSNY) would be denied a license to operate under these rules, given its well-documented
frequent violations of traffic laws, and unsafe operations.
Recommendation: that Intro 1573 be withdrawn from further consideration, at least until
proper and appropriate discussions with BIC licensed and registered companies can be
undertaken.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments and recommendations.

Direct contact:
kendall@gaiastrategies.com
cell: 917.359.0725
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DON’T LET THIS END BADLY!
Oppose Intro 1574; Support Intro 996
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1996
Trade Waste Act Adopted – LL42/1996

National Company Lobbyist
“Three Companies Left Standing
And
Prices through the Roof”
(four have tried and left)

2019
Reynoso Monopoly Zone Plan
20 Zones
2 companies control the entire city
SORRY!

80+ locally owned/operated
companies with 3,000
workers asked to leave!
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CORRECTING THE RECORD
Forget What You Think You Know –
Understanding NYC’s Commercial Waste/Recycling System
12,000 Tons/Night
BIC does its job:
• Collect, manage, market,
• Promotes Customer
dispose – keep NYC clean!
choice/fair competition
• Nothing pretty; Make it
• Enforces comprehensive
disappear
laws and regulations
• Promote recycling/organics
• Customer Bill of Rights
• Complex system – way
• Collaborates on safety, best
beyond complicated
practices initiatives
• Generations of embedded
• LL145 (clean engine)
knowledge/experience
compliant by 2020
Concentrated
Achieve city’s CURRENT GOALS
• 30 companies = 98% of
• Customer choice
market
• Fair competition
• Locally owned-operated =
• Good, comprehensive
60% of market
service
• Midsize companies besieged
• Ecosystem of microhaulers,
• Long Tail: 1-2 truck
brokers, zero waste
companies struggling
consultants
• Mayor’s Zero Waste
Challenge
As Safe as DSNY
Commercial Recycling System
• Safety culture/training
• Carters don’t generate
waste, they manage it
• On-board cameras/tech
• Robust recycling for
• DSNY: annually 2600
decades, despite global
vehicle-related incidents;
market crisis
150 personal injury; 2 fatal
in last 8 months
• Expanding organics
• Strong customer relations
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Employees (@ 3,500)
Operates efficiently
• POC (most)
• Twice as efficient as DSNY
• Second-chance (many)
• Companies sensitive to
route efficiencies
• Union members (most;
rd
Teamsters rank 3 )
• Overnight operation
minimizes congestion
• Work hard for good pay (all)
• Truck impacts de minimis
• 50-hour weeks standard excessive hours not industry
• Noise complaints mostly
practice
daytime (DEP)
• Customer service focus
• No truck reductions from
zoning
Continuous Improvement Better
than Chaos
• Industry “frozen” by
franchising threat
• Reluctant to invest in
equipment, and people
• Normal merger activity
stalled
• Electric trucks ready for
demonstration
• Most companies won’t
survive – jobs lost

Improvements Illusory
• No baseline waste
composition study
• No magic bullet for
increased recycling, or
organics
• Costs for all will increase
• Service disruptions/quality
• EVEN IF: Benefits at least 45 years away
• Subsidies for recycling
unproductive

Lots of Anecdotes, But…

ASK FOR THE DATA
The Plural of Anecdotes
is NOT Evidence
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WHAT ABOUT VMTs?
Route-related data contentious since 2016
• Initial data from 2014 – five years old, and incomplete/flawed
• When challenged, fresh data collected in March 2018
• Neither set of data or analyses shared by DSNY
Industry averages @ 50 miles per route – not 80 to 100 miles
DSNY Consultants project no reduction in trucks
• Based on volume/tons
• Possible increase due to additional services (recycling/organics)
• Possible increases during transition period
Private carting fleet impacts are de minimis
• DSNY operates twice as many trucks per day for the same
amount of waste – added trucks for organics, e-waste
• @ 700 trucks per night (about the size of Fresh Direct’s fleet)
• Less than 0.05% of trucks on city streets
• Fully Local Law 145 (clean engine) compliant by 2020
• Electric trucks ready to be tested!
Route consolidation standard practice
• Only way to operate profitably
• No incentive to travel extra distances
• Customers are sub-contracted, or traded w/BIC approval
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Business Integrity Commission

Customer Information
Customer Bill of Rights
Contracts, Billing, Written Invoices
Every commercial establishment is required by law to have its putrescible waste and recyclables
picked up by a BIC-licensed hauler. There are hundreds of carters licensed by BIC that can
legally collect putrescible waste and recyclables from commercial establishments in NYC.
Before deciding on a carter, BIC strongly recommends that you obtain price quotes from
several different companies. A commercial establishment using a carter must prominently
display a BIC decal identifying the carter that is serving the establishment. The decal is provided
by the carter free of charge. Unless permitted by BIC, a carter cannot refuse to service a
business if it already services another customer located within a 10-block area.
BIC also registers companies that remove waste resulting from building demolition,
construction, alteration or excavation, and landscaping.

Customer Bill of Rights
You have the right to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service from a carter of your choice, free from intimidation or reprisal.
A competitive price for waste-removal that is at or below the maximum rate set by the
BIC.
A written survey of your business' waste stream from any carter that proposes to charge
you a "flat fee."
A waste-removal contract that does not commit you to a particular carter or to a
particular price for more than two years.
A written contract that clearly describes the agreement that you negotiated with your
carter.
Service on the days and at the times agreed to by your carter in the contract.
Consistent, uninterrupted service, with 14 days written notice if service is to be
terminated by your carter for any reason.
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•
•

Written bills that conform to the rate in your contract and comply with the maximum
rate set by the Business Integrity Commission.
A clean sidewalk, curb, and street adjoining your property, free of any debris that may
result from waste-removal.

Contracts
A customer may utilize an oral or written contract: Please note the following differences
between oral and written contracts:

Oral Contracts
•
•

An oral contract may be terminated at will by the customer.
An oral contract may be terminated upon 14 days written notice by the carter.

Written Contracts
•
•
•
•
•
•

A written contract for the removal, collection, or disposal of trade waste cannot be
longer than 2 years.
A written contract that contains no provision regarding duration can be terminated at
will by the customer.
A written contract that contains no provision regarding duration can be terminated
upon 14 days written notice by the carter.
The carter must offer a copy of the contract containing the terms and conditions to the
customer within 40 days of the start of the waste-removal service.
The customer has the right to negotiate any terms and conditions in the contract before
signing.
Any changes to the terms of the written contract must be made in writing and signed by
both the customer and the carter.

Billing
Customers and carters have a choice of either an actual fee or flat/average billing method. The
customer and carter can negotiate on the billing method to be used.

Actual Fee Billing Method
The customer will be billed for the actual amount of waste, either by cubic yard or by weight
that the customer puts out for collection by the carter.
Each bill will vary depending on the actual amount of waste collected during the billing period.
The actual amount of waste collected for the billing period will be multiplied by the negotiated
rate.
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Flat / Average Fee Billing Method
The carter averages out the amount of waste, either by cubic yard or by weight, that the
customer puts out for collection over a period of time, and multiplies the average amount of
waste by the negotiated rate.
Each bill is the same every month or week based on the average amount of waste generated.
Customers who choose a flat/average fee billing method are entitled to a waste stream survey
provided by the carter at no charge to the customer. A waste stream survey determines the
average amount of waste that is generated by the customer.

Additional Charges
A carter cannot charge for any service for which the cost is not based solely on the amount of
waste collected. In addition, they cannot charge for:
•
•
•
•

The rental of a container or dumpster (except for compactors and roll-off boxes)
The BIC decal that identifies the carter servicing the customer
Fuel costs
Waste stream surveys

Written Invoices, Statements and Bills
At least once a month, the carter must provide a written statement, invoice, or bill to the
customer. The written statement, invoice, or bill must contain:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The carter's name, address, telephone number and license number
The customer's name and address
A notice that states, "NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS—The maximum rate that may be charged
by your trade waste removal business is regulated by the New York City Business
Integrity Commission. If you should have a question or complaint concerning wasteremoval, contact the New York City Business Integrity Commission."
The maximum rates and a statement indicating that the rates identified are maximum
legal rates and that lower rates may be lawfully charged
The negotiated rate per cubic yard or per 100 pounds on which the invoice is based
An itemized list of charges detailing the cubic yards or weight of putrescible waste
removed and recyclables removed
Whether the customer is being charged on a "flat" or "average" billing basis
The total charges for waste-removal for the billing period
An itemized statement of the estimated volume or weight of the putrescible waste
removed and the charge for removal of such waste
An itemized statement of the estimated volume or weight, if any, of the recyclable
waste removed and the charge for the removal of such waste
A statement as to the method by which the estimated volume or weight was
determined
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•

A separate statement of sales tax collected

If the carter is paid in cash, the carter must provide the payer with a written receipt that sets
forth the name and address of the carter, the license number of the carter, the date of the
payment, the amount of the payment and the identity of the payer. Each receipt must be
signed by the carter.
City of New York. 2019 All Rights Reserved,
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Actual Maps – Industry Efficiency

Mixed Waste
Routes

Recycling
Routes
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DOING THE HARD WORK
of SYSTEM CHANGE
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City of Los Angeles –
Council Rejected Recommendation
by City Administrative Officer:

NO MONOPOLY
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LA Complaints – Business/Apartment Buildings
excerpts from surveys
1

5

The transition was a complete disaster, in fact,
before we even found out about the RecycLA
program, our trash didn't get picked up for two
weeks - no notice, no explanation from either
our previous trash service or our new one.

Our prices have more than doubled, trash bins
are never cleaned and if we want them cleaned
they charge extra

All in, we're looking at approximately a 35
percent increase in our costs, and are only
getting our trash picked up once a week instead
of two. To continue with our previous program
would have doubled our costs, and we simply
can't afford it.
2

6

my pricing for the exact same service (same
frequency & size) of pickups went from $381.40
per month to $1505.42

Price increase 25%, service decrease 33%

3

7

Restaurant owner (open for 12 years): It has just
been a mess. Literally doubled our cost ($400 to
$800) with more of a mess for our staff and the
trash collectors.

the prices almost tripled and the service has
declined drastically

4

8

They charged double and cut my services.

Same substandard service at double the price.
The city is JUST ENRICHING the trash companies
by taking the competition away.
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Los Angeles –
City Council Speaker Herb Wesson

BUYER’S REMORSE
How’d we wind up in this RecycLA mess?
We did not project accurately what was going to
occur. We could have done a deeper dive; we
might have looked at doing a pilot project first.
We spent a couple of years reviewing it.

“Sometimes we get things
WRONG.
I’m not ashamed to say that I
was wrong on this one.”
LA magazine interview, May 2018
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ILLEGAL DUMPING
PLAGUING DOWNTOWN LA
BIDs are concerned that like
the failed RecycLA system now two years old – a
monopoly system would
result in much higher prices,
poorer service, and now
illegal dumping (see these
headlines).

Last year, LA Council
Speaker Herb Wesson
acknowledged: “we got it
wrong; we made the wrong
choice.”

And now LA’s BIDs
are cleaning up
the mess.
Please say “NO” to Intro
1574 by Councilmember
Reynoso and say “YES” to
Intro 996 by
Councilmember Cornegy.
996 preserves the many
benefits of the open market
system, and charts a path
for continuous
improvement, job and
company retention, and
progress on environmental
goals - starting now.

SAY NO TO INTRO 1574

SAY YES TO INTRO 996
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DSNY’s
NEAR-MONOPOLY ZONE PLAN?
High Risk – Low Reward
Great experiment in how state-controlled
oligopolies function – 20 discrete examples
• Unprecedented
• Untested
• Never endorsed by its Advisory Board
• 1000’s of Details Unknown – customer
assignment/allocation; multiple price
structures; containerized service; etc.
• Result could be just five (5) companies
win/dominate 68 zones
• No protection for local mid/small companies
• Chaotic transition period certain
16

IF YOU USE A STICK
• hit the wrong target
• discourage collaboration
• inhibit innovation
• create chaos
• damage relationships
• disrespect experience
• destroy civility
Failure to Consult Means

MIGHT GET IT WRONG

things could end
badly…
17

A Better Choice: Intro 996
Introduced July 2018

Sooner/Better/Cheaper
• Preserves open-market system
• Promotes stakeholder engagement
• Promotes continuous improvement to
achieve environmental goals
• Preserves companies, good jobs
• Minimizes risks and chaos
• Broad support from business
stakeholders, industry and labor
18
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NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Overhaul private garbage pickup in NYC? No
By Lisa Sorin , Tom Grech and Hector Batista
| New York Daily News |
Jun 27, 2019 | 10:00 AM
There’s plenty of garbage in New York City — but Councilmember Antonio Reynoso wants to
put it in too few hands.
As the debate intensifies about how best to manage the city’s commercial trash — more than
12,000 tons collected from restaurants, bodegas and other businesses every day and night —
Reynoso, chair of the Council’s Sanitation Committee, has introduced an extreme bill that
would pick just one company to provide service in each of 20 zones, and let as few as two
companies run the whole show.
The question before Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Corey Johnson is: Do we want to return to
the bad old days and reestablish “monopoly-zoned” garbage collection that pushes prices high
and takes away choice? Do we want to put small, multi-generational businesses and their
hundreds of workers out of service?
New York has faced these questions before.
In 1996, the Trade Waste Act championed by Mayor Giuliani was adopted, in response to a 114count indictment of waste industry leaders, many with ties to organized crime. A new agency
was created to oversee the private carting industry, establish tougher standards, and evict the
remaining vestiges of mob influence — including pushing back on the Teamsters Union (which,
coincidentally, supports Reynoso’s plan).
The city unwisely wisely rolled out the red carpet to national corporations that openly sought to
replace an industry dominated by local family-owned companies. The Giuliani administration
promised that the city’s arcane rate-cap on waste services would be eliminated, competition
minimized, and a new era of beneficial capitalism begun.
Spoiler alert: That scenario didn’t happen. In fact, the changes set off a new era of competition
among mostly local companies, with lower prices and better service. A few national corporate
giants came and went, unable to figure out survival in the Big Apple.
But what once was over 200 companies that managed waste from more than 100,000
businesses is now fewer than 50, with 20 capable well-run companies providing 85% of the
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service, customized to meet the needs of the city’s vast array of customers under the watchful
eye of the Business Integrity Commission (BIC).
The Reynoso bill would upset this progress by severely reducing the number of companies
picked to serve this City. The bill would establish waste collection in 20 zones, each of which
with just one hauler picked to service it, with 10 -year contracts that could easily turn into 50 —
a great deal, if you can get it.
In other words: a system of long-term contracts that are awarded to just a few city-selected
companies, with the city firmly in charge of a new bureaucracy.
It’s déjà vu all over again. The cycle has come full circle from one monopolistic system —
organized via the Teamsters and organized crime — to a 21st-century “progressive” version,
also supported by the Teamsters, desperate to regain membership lost to fair competition from
other unions.
The city should learn a lesson from the waste-zone debacle in Los Angeles. Two years ago, L.A.
chose just seven companies to service 11 zones. Prices dramatically increased; service quality is
suffering; and most recently, headlines scream that illegal dumping has increased in downtown
LA.. as businesses rebel.
To their credit, some L.A. elected officials acknowledged that they got it wrong, and agreed to
an initial set of rollbacks, at an annual cost to the city of $9 million.
Fortunately, there’s a good alternative here in New York: The city should maintain the current
open-market system with its many benefits, and do the hard work of updating 20-year-old
regulations in collaboration with industry and business stakeholders to reflect the city’s new
goals. Don’t wait three years for an untested command-and-control city-run bureaucracy to be
tested in one giant experiment of progressive government managing yet another sector of the
city’s economy.
A bill proposed by Councilmember Robert Cornegy is a constructive alternative that is endorsed
by the business community and the waste-services industry. It tackles the city’s new goals by
improving the existing open-market system and its many benefits, as well as the city’s robust
commercial recycling system. Among its specifics: annual safety certification of industry drivers,
and encouraging the transition to electric collection trucks.
Overall, that bill offers a framework to bring together various stakeholders and the city to
shape ideas that improve efficiency and environmental outcomes without the risk, industry
destruction and customer chaos of the Reynoso proposal.
If the mayor and speaker choose to act, those improvements can happen next year without
burdening their successors with the kind of flawed zone-franchise system that we’ve seen
before.
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Sorin is the CEO of the Bronx Chamber of Commerce, Grech is president and CEO of the Queens
Chamber of Commerce and Batista is president and CEO of the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce.
•
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Testimony from THE POINT CDC for the Public Hearing on Commercial Waste Zone Bill
By: Fernando Ortiz

Good Morning, my name is Fernando Ortiz; I am the Climate Preparedness and Resiliency
Organizer for THE POINT CDC which is a non-profit organization dedicated to youth development
and the cultural and economic revitalization of the Hunts Point section of the South Bronx. I am
here today to show support for the NYC Exclusive Commercial Waste Zone Bill and to ensure that
impacts of EJ communities are at the forefront in proposed legislation. Hunts Point is in the South
Bronx Significant Maritime Industrial area– one of six in New York City. This zoning designation
allows for heavy industrial activity and maritime use within our community such as the Hunts Point
Food Market, 15 waste transfer stations, the Hunts Point Wastewater Treatment Plant, four power
plants, 23 auto dismantlers and 11 scrap metal processors and other industries like Fresh Direct
and soon Amazon that require high volume of diesel-trucks passing through our community. The
Major Deegan, Sheridan and the Bruckner Expressway also form physical borders around our
neighborhoods .
Over 20,000 trucks pass through the South Bronx each day, in one study 45% of which were
waste trucks powered by diesel-fuel. The quality of the air that we breathe in the South Bronx is
literally different than that which other communities in NYC breathe. Our air is filled with
greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxides, and ozone - as well as particulate
matters, carcinogens, PCBs, ozone and much more. The air quality in our communities worsens
our exposure to heat from industrial facilities, truck exhaust. Concrete surface coverage increases
the urban heat island effect and concentrates pollutants in our air.  The South Bronx forms part of
the infamous “Asthma Alley” because it has some of the highest asthma rates in the city. The
Hunts Point community ranks among the highest PM2.5 contaminants in the country, harmful
particles that enter our respiratory system and contribute to illnesses such as asthma and lung
cancer. The asthma rates in the South Bronx are 8 times the national average, with 1 in 4 children
suffering from asthma and with 33% children hospitalizations occuring within the South Bronx and
asthma death rates four times higher than the national average.

In the South Bronx, studies have found that living in proximity to noxious land uses is associated
with a 66% chance of being hospitalized by asthma, 30% of being of low-income and a 14%
chance of being a person of color - which is 100% unfair. These are some of the environmental
justice issues and the realities that people in the South Bronx live with.
THE POINT supports the NYC Commercial Waste Zone Bill because of the benefits it can provide
for the South Bronx and for other environmental justice communities throughout NYC. The
exclusive commercial waste zones will result in significant reductions in air pollution, ghg emission,
and noise, by taking miles of truck traffic off of NYC city streets. While the waste equity bill
passage last year will be instrumental in garnering some reductions in permitted waste capacity in
Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Southeast Queens, we believe that the forthcoming legislation can further
prioritize EJ communities and ensure reduction in vehicle miles by ensuring that waste is
transported to the waste transfer stations geographically closest to the waste collection zones. We
encourage mandatory truck count monitoring to ensure that vehicular transport is actually reduced
in communities like ours where on some corners in the South Bronx- 304 trucks/hour, drive by.
This would result in dramatic reductions in PM 2.5 emissions and other air pollutants. We applaud
the attention paid to the standards of trucks and worker treatment and attention to the equitable
distribution of waste disposal throughout the city in this bill. We encourage this bill to consider the
issue of overnight waste storage on the roads in Hunts Point, to address the standards at the
facilities that are disproportionately sited in our communities and often fail to adhere to local, state,
and federal legislation, and to provide mechanisms to increase diversion of waste from landfill in
line with OneNYC zero waste goals.
This is the immediate next step in overcoming the disproportionate burden that the community has
endured due to the high concentration of transfer stations and truck traffic in our community. We
applaud your efforts to implement exclusive commercial waste zones and encourage you to move
forward with this implementation and to prioritize environmental justice communities that have held
the burden of waste inequity for far too long.

	
  

June 27, 2019
Commercial Waste Zone Bill (Intro 1574) Public Hearing, NYC Environmental Justice Alliance Testimony
My name is Dr. Tok Oyewole, and I am testifying on behalf of the New York City Environmental Justice Alliance
(NYC-EJA). Founded in 1991, NYC-EJA is a non-profit citywide membership network linking grassroots
organizations from low-income neighborhoods and communities of color in their fight for environmental justice.
For decades, NYC-EJA has led efforts for comprehensive policy reforms to address the disproportionate burden
of New York’s solid waste system on a handful of environmental justice communities. To handle nearly 35,000
tons of garbage generated each day in NYC, waste trucks needlessly travel thousands of miles per night through
multiple boroughs of the city, polluting our air with diesel fuel, clogging our streets, and diminishing our quality
of life. The impacts are greatest in a few low-income and communities of color where truck-dependent transfer
stations are clustered, causing higher proportions of health consequences such as asthma, heart disease, and
cancer.
According to the city’s draft environmental impact statement, passage of this bill (Intro 1574) would achieve
dramatic reductions in vehicle miles travelled by diesel waste trucks, along with reductions in associated aerial
particulate emissions, greenhouse gas emissions, road damage, and noise, by implementing an exclusive zoned
waste collection system. We are honored to have taken part in this fight for waste reform and we support the longoverdue improvements this well-researched and prescient plan would bring about. Additionally, we are pleased
that the bill will require truck compliance with certain environmental laws; higher labor standards for workers
who are often immigrants and people of color; safety standards for pedestrians and cyclists; and transparency for
customers. We are pleased that within the bill, DSNY would review contract applications on the basis of a carting
company’s disposal of waste at transfer stations geographically proximate to the zones, reducing truck burdens in
environmental justice communities.
We think that a few key changes to the bill can still improve its efficacy from climate and environmental justice
perspectives, including:
a)   Adherence with environmental plans: Currently within the bill, carters must comply with the terms
of some of the plans they submit in the RFP process, including a waste reduction plan, health and
safety plan, and customer service plan. However, they are not required to comply with waste
management, greenhouse gas reduction, or air pollution reduction plans. The bill as drafted does not
mandate that carting companies even submit plans to reduce particulate or greenhouse gas emissions,
but legislates submission of these plans as more of an option. We request that these are required
criteria with which carting companies must comply, appropriately addressing the urgency and gravity
of our climate crisis and environmental safety.

b)   Prioritization of facility oversight: The same level of oversight for carters must apply to facilities
handling waste within this bill - including, at the very least, their adherence with local, state, and
federal laws – notably including the city’s zoning codes and federal OSHA regulations. The trucks
and the facilities are inextricably connected, so regulating one part of the system while neglecting the
other is likely to result in continued poor management practices at many transfer stations, including
poor waste separation and idling trucks. Critically, communities living near transfer stations should
not have to continue dealing with odor, noise, pollution, pests, and other disruptions from poorly
operating facilities, when better management practices and technologies exist. Poor facility operations
are a large part of the burden environmental justice communities face on top of the disproportionate
amount of waste that is routed to them, and we cannot leave regulating this aspect of the waste system
for later – it has already been too long.
c)   Increased waste diversion from landfill: We are pleased that the bill requires carter submission of
waste reduction plans, and to strengthen this, we think that it is imperative for the bill to advance very
rigorous waste reduction targets in line with the city’s OneNYC goal of Zero Waste by 2030. This
would provide further benefits for overburdened NY communities and downstream EJ communities
in New York, New Jersey, and other states receiving waste from our transfer stations. We cannot
continue to safeguard inefficient business practices at the expense of areas of the planet that have
effectively been deemed disposable. In this vein, this bill has the opportunity to uplift those
businesses that are innovatively tackling our egregious waste generation and the climate crisis, by
prioritizing waste reduction and reuse. These businesses include the zero- or low-emission organic
waste micro-haulers who provide employment to young people, people of color, and women. They
must be allowed to scale up sustainable processes such as composting by increasing infrastructure
dedicated to their work and including higher tonnage allowances within this bill.
d)   Regulated subcontracting: If subcontracts are allowed within zones, they should be limited in
number (e.g. one per waste stream), specified in detail within the RFP beforehand, and should
prioritize subcontractors using at least the same standards as the primary carting companies, lest the
functioning of the CWZ bill negate its stated goals and increase vehicle miles, continue to allow the
criminal exploitation of workers, and the negligent disregard for communities, businesses, and
ecosystems.
e)   Increased public reporting: We encourage meaningful, regular public involvement at least twice
annually in the processes of granting contracts or subcontracts, and implementing and managing the
CWZ program – we must be involved throughout the process because this system affects
communities and workers most of all, so we all must be involved in finally making it work.
We thank Council Member Reynoso for introducing this legislation and for consideration of our comments, as
well as the members of the legislature who have signed on. We look forward to continuing to work with
advocates to promote the most just and sustainable commercial waste zone bill for our communities and future.

June 27, 2019
New York City Council Members:
Please accept the following testimony in support of Local Law (Int No 1574) to amend the New York city
charter and the administrative code of the City of New York, in relation to the establishment of
commercial waste zones.1 I am an Assistant Professor at The New School University where I conduct
research on air quality and waste issues in environmental justice communities. I believe the
implementation of this bill will improve air quality and contribute to environmental justice in New York
City.
New York City’s commercial sector generates more than 3,000,000 tons of refuse annually. There are
currently more than 90 private waste haulers who collect this waste throughout the five boroughs. A
single block may be serviced by several different private haulers. The current hauling system is
inefficient and harmful for workers, environmental justice, public health, and the community at large. It
is critical for the health and safety of New Yorkers that we implement this bill to establish Commercial
Waste Zone System. Commercial Waste Zones would require that there are baseline standards for any
company submitting a bid. These standards should address environmental, labor and safety standards.
Environmental, Air Pollution:
Mobile source emissions are significant contributors to air pollution in New York City. The transportation
sector and diesel powered waste trucks emit health harming pollutants including; black carbon, nitrogen
oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, and volatile organic compounds. Pollutants such as PM2.5
are small enough to be inhaled deep into the lungs and affects both respiratory and cardiovascular
system functions. Studies show that, even at current levels, short- term exposures to combustionrelated pollutants exacerbate respiratory and cardiovascular conditions, and increase mortality risk.2
New York City is of out of attainment with the US EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone
(8 hour) and several New York City neighborhoods are out of attainment with the US EPA’s acceptable
level of annual PM 2.5 which is an average of 12 micrograms per cubic meter of air.3
In a recent report examining the impacts of the US incineration industry, put out by my center, the
Tishman Environment and Design Center at The New School, we estimated that diesel sanitation trucks
that service incinerators are among the most health harming, localized sources of air pollution
emanating from the plants. The report estimates that a fleet of 185 diesel trucks traveling of 130 miles
per day emits, over 3,000 lbs/day of Particulate Matter and more than 140,000 lbs of nitrogen oxides
annually.4

1

By Council Members Reynoso, the Speaker (Council Member Johnson), Lander, Chin, Brannan, Ayala, Levin, Rosenthal, Lancman,
Constantinides and Powers
2
Air Pollution and the Health of New Yorkers, NYC DOH. https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/eode/eode-air-quality-impact.pdf
3
Environmental Protection Agency. 2016. “National Ambient Air Quality Standards.” https://www.epa.gov/criteria-air-pollutants/naaqs-table
4
Sandhu, Frey, Bartelt-Hunt, and Jones, “In-Use Activity, Fuel Use, and Emissions of Heavy-Duty Diesel Rolloff
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Diesel trucks have the worst fuel economy of highway vehicles and emit approximately 20 percent of
global anthropogenic emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), which are key PM2.5 and ozone precursors. 5
Rear-loader refuse trucks are most common for collecting residential trash and have an average fuel
economy of between 1 and 3 miles per gallon. Due to their weight, poor fuel economy, idling, and stop
and go patterns, and inefficient truck routes, they produce a substantial amount of emissions during a
typical day.
Only 10-14% of the commercial waste hauling fleet in NYC meets 2007 EPA emission standards.6 It is
estimated that if nothing is done to address the aging fleet, these trucks will emit a total of 1,368 tons of
particulate matter and 23,198 tons of nitrogen oxides between 2013 and 2030.7 Commercial waste
hauling trucks average around 79,000 vehicles miles per day and are often older than the average waste
truck. This means that commercial waste trucks in NYC travel hundreds of times more than the average
sanitation truck and result in 600 times the amount of daily pollution emitted in NYC.
The significant emissions from the trucks contribute to the health burdens and risks throughout these
communities, in particular to communities where waste transfer and process industries exist. The extent
of the impacts from the emissions is often underestimated by regulatory agencies.
The pollutants emitted by diesel waste trucks have significant impacts on public health. “The NYC
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) estimates that PM 2.5 pollution causes more than
3,000 deaths, 2,000 hospital admissions for lung and heart conditions, and approximately 6,000
emergency department visits for asthma in children and adults annually. DOHMH also found that even a
10 percent reduction in current PM 2.5 levels could prevent over 300 premature deaths, 200 hospital
admissions and 600 emergency department visits every year.”8 According to this report, “Even modest
reductions in the levels of these pollutants could prevent hundreds of deaths, hospital admissions and
emergency department visits.” Therefore by reducing the number of waste trucks on a daily basis and
thus reducing the emissions of PM 2.5 can lead to reductions in the numerous health impacts and even
deaths from diesel related emissions.9
While the significant number of waste trucks operate are dispersed throughout the city there is still
additional burden on communities like the South Bronx who have multiple waste transfer facilities
located in the community. This means that the majority of the trucks frequently travel within the same
neighborhoods and travel throughout NYC and follow inefficient truck routes that result in multiple trips
often traveling into the facility via residential streets. These inefficient routes expose some of the most
overburdened and vulnerable communities in New York City. CWZ would ensure that communities like
the South Bronx do not suffer disproportionately from the commercial waste hauling system.
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The implementation of a commercial waste zone would reduce truck traffic up to 68% in measured
vehicles traveled from 23 million miles per year to 7 million. This reduction would cut 2,800 trucks from
the road, prevent 3.5 million gallons of diesel fuel consumption, cut associated pollutants such as
nitrous oxide and particulate matter by 32-64 percent, and cut CO2 emissions by 42-64 percent
annually.10 Furthermore, #6 in the draft policy, states the proposal submissions if any, to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions can be reached through operational best practices, infrastructure
investments, adoption of technologies or other sustainable solutions, including plans to invest in
sustainable facilities and infrastructure for organics and recycling processing and plans to invest in low
emission vehicles.
Labor and Community:
Besides the impacts from air pollution, the create of CWZs will address harmful impacts on workers and
the broader public. Under the current commercial waste removal codes, truck routes today are largely
based on customer preferences. This means that a single company may service multiple boroughs in a
single trip and multiple companies may serve different commercial establishments located within one
neighborhood, or even block. The inefficient and competitive system encourages dangerous and unsafe
labor standards and increased risks to public health and safety.
Present hauling practices have led to increases in reckless driving in order to complete the long routes
and distances between stops. In a two-year period, there have been 35 crashes amongst the 20 largest
waste haulers in a two-year period. Two of the crashes resulted in fatalities. The current lack of
coordination increases safety and public health risks for workers and the broader community. According
to the US EPA's Waste Transfer Facility Manual, "Traffic causes the most significant offsite
environmental impacts associated with larger waste transfer stations. This is particularly true for
stations in urban and suburban areas where traffic congestion is often already a significant problem for
the local community."
The establishment of waste zones and the repealing of sections 16-523 and 16-524 will ensure that
there is predictability, accountability, and transparency between the city, having companies, and the
community. CWZ system has the potential to transform a heavy polluting inefficient private sanitation
industry system to one that reflects the City’s values to support environmental justice, sustainability and
the protections of workers and residents.

Sincerely,

Ana Isabel Baptista, Ph.D.
Chair, Environmental Policy & Sustainability Management Program
Assistant Professor of Professional Practice, Milano School of Policy, Management and Environment
Associate Director, Tishman Environment & Design Center
72 5th Avenue, Room 506, New York, NY 10011
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June 27, 2019
Commercial Waste Zone Bill (Intro 1574) Public Hearing
El Puente Testimony
Hello, my name is Leslie Velasquez, I manage environmental justice programs at El Puente. We
are a community based organization, founded in 1982, and serve the low income communities of color of
Williamsburg’s Southside and Bushwick. Like many historically low income communities of color,
Southside Williamsburg and Bushwick are environmental justice communities, and traffic from waste
transfer stations is one of the risks that unfairly affects communities like ours. In fact, North Brooklyn is
disproportionately the most waste-burdened community in New York City, handling 40% percent of the
city’s total waste.
An unnecessary amount of waste trucks cross through our communities, with multiple trucks
serving the same blocks, going to and from waste transfer stations, which are disproportionately sited in
our communities and other low income communities of color. This excessive truck traffic severely
pollutes the air we breathe. In 2016 we worked with community members to study air quality in four
parks in Williamsburg’s Southside. We found that all parks had peak pm 2.5 levels 4-6 times higher than
the maximum levels recommended by national air quality standards.
This degree of air pollution of course has serious consequences. In the Williamsburg-Bushwick
area, asthma rates are twice as high as the overall rates for Brooklyn and New York City. Air pollution
also causes many other respiratory diseases, heart disease, neurological issues, and even cancer.
In addition to posing a critical public health hazard, diesel emissions from truck traffic also
include greenhouse gases, which contribute to climate change. Climate change threatens the very survival
of communities like ours, which will be hit first and worst by the effects of climate change. This is why
El Puente supports commercial waste zones and Intro 1574.
El Puente is excited that the EIS confirms that our current commercial waste collection system is
inefficient and harmful, and that this bill would reduce air and greenhouse gas pollution by reducing truck
traffic on our streets, resulting in improved health outcomes and lowered climate risk for environmental
justice communities like ours.
We also support that this bill incentivizes a more equitable distribution of waste, diverting waste
from overburdened environmental justice communities, as well as provisions related to truck and worker
safety standards.

However we believe that the bill could be stronger. In the bill carters are not required to comply
with waste management, greenhouse gas reduction, or air pollution reduction plans. Further, submitting
plans to reduce greenhouse gas and particulate emissions are not required. To adequately address the
climate and public health crises facing our communities submitting and following these plans must be
mandatory. Additionally, the same standards and oversight for carters should be applied to waste
management facilities, which are disproportionately sited in environmental justice communities like ours.
These facilities often fail to adhere to local, state, and federal laws, critically burdening our communities
with odor, noise, pollution, and pests. To achieve justice and overall reform of the industry we must
regulate both carters and waste facilities.
El Puente applauds our colleagues who have worked tirelessly for years in this effort and thank our
Councilmember Antonio Reynoso for his dedication to this issue and introducing this legislation.
Together, with our friends and allies in the movement, we will continue to work for waste equity and
environmental justice for our community and communities like ours. Thank you.

